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Formal, informal and non-formal education

Exercise :

do you know types of education ? match the with its definition.
Definition
1-The whole range of educational activities taking place in various settings ( formal and
informal), thad aim to meet basic leaming needs such as reading, writing, and artithmetic.
2-Is the structured educational system provided by the govermment for students, running
from primary school through the university
3-Refers to learming and teaching programs that are organized in school-like settilg, but are
not part of the formal sustem of eduction. Il provides basic eduction for children or adults not
attending schools.
4-Is a broad term for special practices , procedures and theories used in the eduction of
children who have been identified as gifted or talented.
5-Describes an educational altemative that focuses on the teaching of students with special (
behavioural, health, academic or physical) needs that cannot be met using traditional
programs or techiniques.
6-Prepares learmers for carereers or professions related to a spectic trade, occupation or
vocation .
7-Refers to leaming that accurs outside of school-like settings in the context of daily life and
work. It is a lifelong process whereby individuals acquire knowledge, skills, attitudes and
values from daily experience and the educational influences and resources in his/her
environment
8-Is education that addresses the learning needs of children, youth and adults -especially
those who are vulnerable to marginalization and exclusion.

Types of education
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
h

Formal eduction
Non-formal education
Informal education
Vocational education
Special education
Inclusive education
Gifted education
Basic education

2-Who are the target groups in each type of education? Extract or infer information from
the definitions to fill in the chart
Types of Education
a. formal education
b. non-formal
education
c informal education
d. vocational
education
e. special education

Target Groups
1…..
2……
3….
4….
5…………
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f. inclusive education
g. Gifted education
h. Basic education
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